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Room Enclosures

Four Seasons Building Products is
known for manufacturing some of the
most efficient energy saving rooms. The
room’s walls and roof panels feature a
highly dense material known as
Expanded Polystyrene, or EPS, a
material that’s impervious to the effects
of seasonal weather.
The room’s windows are manufactured
with low-e (low-emission) glass. Low-e
glass has a microscopically thin, transparent coating – it is much thinner than
a human hair – that reflects long-wave
infrared energy (or heat). When the
interior heat energy tries to escape to
the colder outside during the winter,
the low-e coating reflects the heat back
to the inside, reducing the radiant heat
loss through the glass. The reverse
happens during the summer time.
Four Season Building Products’ walls
and windows are housed by heavy duty
extruded aluminum coupled with
thermal breaks. A resin based material
is incorporated in the frames that block
the exchange temperatures – keeping
the heat of summer and the cold of
winter outside.

Screen Enclosures
Four Seasons Building Products offers
several different screen enclosure
systems giving the homeowners
numerous options to choose from.
Screen enclosures are economical
and custom designed to meet any
homeowner’s needs.
The aluminum framing is wider than any
other screen enclosure on the market.
All screen enclosure manufacturers
offer 2” x 2” extruded components for
their screen rooms; however
Four Seasons Building Products has
raised the bar by offering extruded
components that are 2” x 3”. That’s 33
percent more aluminum in the frame
making it the most durable screen
enclosure in the market.

Lattice Covers
Elitewood’s™ unique metallic
composition offers not just comfort,
but complete peace of mind: little to
no maintenance; total weather resistant;
no cracking, warping, or splitting; no
need for painting; fire resistant, termite
resistant and unsurpassed durability
that will preserve its beauty for years
to come.
Four Seasons Building Products
proudly presents the Elitewood™
Lattice Covers. Elitewood Lattice
Covers are embossed with a rough
hewn deep wood texture that
resembles the natural appearance
and beauty of real wood without the
many problems associated with wood.
Elitewood Lattice Covers feature design
diversity and numerous optional extras.
Create the perfect shade cover to
enhance the beauty of your home
and lifestyle.

Patio Covers
Four Seasons Building Products’
insulated patio covers are
manufactured using expanded
polystyrene technology. This
manufacturing process has been
recognized by architects around the
world for its superior insulating
characteristics, and it gives you
complete protection from nature’s
elements. The insulated core, housed
by two heavy gauge aluminum layers,
provides superior protection from the
outdoor heat and reduces sound
created by heavy rainfall.
A fashionable addition to the insulated
patio covers is the Illumaview Natural
Light System. The patented design
interlocks seamlessly with the insulated
panels. The polycarbonate materials
used in these panels are impervious to
discoloration or cracking, and they filter
the sun’s ultraviolet rays.

Four Seasons Building Products are
committed to environmentally friendly
products and sustainable business practices.

